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1.

INTRODUCTION

The audit was conducted following the protocols defined by the Alliance for Responsible
Mining (ARM), developer of the Fairmined Certification:

i.

Regulatory documents and procedures used

Fairmined Standard for Gold and Associated Precious Metals. April 2014.
Fairmined audit procedure. January 2018.
Fairmined audit checklist.

ii.

Conclusion of the audit team

The audit team concluded that Organización Minera Oro Puno S.A. Concesión Minera FADE-I
meets the requirements to continue in Year 5 under Fairmined certification. The certification
decision is the responsibility of the recognized certification body.
Auditing firm: NaturaCert
Certification Year: 5 (Year 0, 1 and 3 criteria evaluation applies)
Certified period: 05/07/2021 - 05/01/2023
Next audit: 05/07/2022
Type of certification: Fairmined Ecological

iii.

Scope

This audit corresponds to the review of the criteria for the corresponding year in accordance
with the Fairmined standard where organizational, labor, traceability, social and environmental
requirements are evaluated.
Sources of information
1. Interviews: Conducted with 1 person in charge of the mining organization and 15 workers
(13 men and 2 women).
2. Visits and inspections: plant, chute, mine face, housing, tailings, pumps, dining room,
warehouses, water storage pool.
3. Verification of documents: legal, personnel file, product flow, premium investment
supports.

iv.

Confidentiality agreement

The audit team is committed to the confidentiality of information collected at the mining
organization with respect to management and captured information. The contracted
certification body maintains copies of the confidentiality statements signed by the auditors
and staff. This report is published with the written authorization of the mining company Oro
Puno S.A. mining concession FADE-I.
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2.

GENERAL DATA OF THE MINING ORGANIZATIONAL

Location

Department of Puno, Peru

Type of mining

Small scale. Open pit.

Number of employees

24 (22 men and 2 women)

First Fairmined certification

January 15, 2018

Year of foundation of the mining
organization
2010
Mining figure

Concession contract

Minerals mined

Gold and Silver

Technical
mining
and
environmental instruments
Current
Type of organization

Legal

RUC o DNI

20448157963
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Mining activities carried out by Development, preparation, exploitation, processing
the organization
and marketing
More details are available in the public profile of Mining Organization Oro Puno

3.

AUDIT RESULTS

The following table contains the summary of the audit assessment:
Chapters
Standard

of

the

Fairmined #
total
criteria
evaluated

#
Criteria
met

# Minor nonconformity
criteria

#
Major
nonconforman
ce criteria

# Criteria
that do
not apply
by type of
operation

# Progressive
criteria To be
evaluated
in
future years

1. General Requirements

23

22

1

0

4

0

2. Environmental Protection

13

13

0

0

14

4

3. Working Conditions

44

42

2

0

9

5

4. Fairmined Premium
Governance and Development
Plan

8

7

1

0

0

0

5. Business Relationships

5

5

0

0

5

0

Total

93

89

4

0

36
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Definition of the possible ratings given to each requirement of the Fairmined standard by the
auditor:

ü Criteria met: The artisanal and small-scale mining organization (ASMO) has policies,
procedures and processes that fully ensure compliance with the requirements of the
Fairmined Standard.
o Minor non-conformity: The ASMO has policies, procedures and processes that do not
fully conform to the requirements of the Fairmined Standard due to a temporary or
isolated performance or control circumstance. This is a non-systemic or structural
error and the impact does not lead to a major non-conformity and is limited. The ASMO
may propose a realistic time-bound measure/plan to meet the requirement.
ý Major Non-conformance: The ASMO has policies, procedures and processes that do
not comply with the requirements of the Fairmined Standard due to: the total absence
of implementation of the requirement; a systemic or structural failure that affects a
broad area; or a minor non-conformity that is repetitive and persistent that has not
been corrected or adequately implemented once identified in the previous year's audit,
or that continues over a long period of time.
§ Not applicable: The ASMO cannot implement the Fairmined requirement due to its
type of extraction, processing, organizational nature, legislation or other factor. Either
the ASMO or the auditor can define a requirement as "Not applicable". The ASMO and
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the auditor must provide credible reasons for all requirements rated as "Not
applicable".

Audit findings and actions taken
i.

General Requirements

Formalization
ü Oro Puno S.A. mining concession FADE-I complies with current national regulations to
be considered ASM.
ü The mine is not located in areas protected by the national government or the
environmental authority.
ü The mining organization correctly pays taxes, fees, royalties, and other taxes required
by current legislation, paid to the corresponding authorities.
Traceability
ü All processes and workers are part of the Fairmined Production System.
ü It has a legal and transparent internal structure that allows the correct operation of the
mine, both technically and financially.
ü Oro Puno S.A. has established an Internal Control System that covers all volume and
sales to the Fairmined supply chain and clearly separates minerals, gold or tailings
from miners, areas and processing units that are not included in the Fairmined
Production System.
ü The company can ensure physical and documentary traceability of certified minerals
from the time they leave the mine to the point of trade.
ü Appropriate measures are taken to ensure equal representation of women within the
organization.
ü Oro Puno S.A. carries out the entire process of extraction and processing of the
mineral starting with the extraction in the mine, washing plant of alluvial material in
Chutes, concentrate warehouse, gravimetric plant, smelting and commercialization to
obtain gold and silver with the Fairmined Ecological certification.
Community relations
ü The majority of the personnel working within the company's scope are communitybased artisanal and small-scale miners.
ü The income of the organization and its miners is not used, directly or indirectly, to
finance or support illegal activities or armed conflicts.
ü Oro Puno promotes, through training and informative meetings, actions that
encourage the community and its workers to respect human rights, ethnic, cultural and
religious diversity, decent work, quality of life and sustainable development.
ü There is a defined procedure for internal and external complaints and grievances for
workers and the community in the area surrounding the Oro Puno mine.
o The mining organization must play a more active role in planning and promoting local
sustainable development in its area of influence. Therefore, it is in the process of
implementing an action plan to develop proactive and monitoring actions with the
community to address issues such as mercury-free mining and the negative effects of
mercury use in general.
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ii.

Environmental Protection

Handling of toxic and hazardous substances
ü No mercury amalgamation or cyanide is used. The operating process is carried out by
means of a washing chute and a gravimetric or vibrating table.
ü Hazardous toxic substances and explosives are not stored in residential houses, but
in appropriately marked locations with adequate conditions for safe storage, inventory
maintenance and disposal.
Ecosystem protection
ü The mining operations and processing plant of the Oro Puno S.A. production system
comply with Peruvian environmental laws. It has a valid environmental license,
permits, and management plans in accordance with national legal requirements.
ü The mining title is not located in an area protected by national legislation.
ü Fuel waste and grease and oil containers are collected and delivered to MERMA, which
is responsible for their final disposal.
ü By means of the Resolution, it was evidenced that there is approval for the
modification of the Environmental Impact Statement - EIS of the FADE- mining project.
In addition, the modifications include authorization to move the new mine camp to the
same property.
ü The water used in the material separation process is recirculated, and there is a closed
system with four tailings ponds for water reuse.
ü In the mine closure process of the FADE1 mine field, a process of revegetation and
filling with Ganga material is carried out.
ü There is a restoration plan carried out through the FADE1 project, which presents a
topographic restoration with gangue material (minerals that accompany the ore, but
without interest of being exploited) and revegetation according to the pre-existing
ecosystem, being the final stage at the closure of the mine fronts where mining has
been completed.
Ecological Gold and Silver
ü Minerals are processed using gravimetric methods only (no mercury or cyanide is
used).
ü Oro Puno S.A. has an environmental management plan that includes environmental
impact mitigation measures. The environmental management plan is implemented
and the company monitors compliance so that environmental impacts are minimized.
ü Oro Puno S.A. implements the native ecosystem rehabilitation and evaluation plan as
a priority of the territorial management of the community authorities.

iii.

Working Conditions

Evaluation of Working Conditions

ü A document review showed that there is an evaluation of the working conditions in the
organization and an improvement plan with the identification of workers' needs. There
7

are employment policies and procedures, based on which there are implementation
schedules for improving workers' working conditions.
Health and safety conditions in the workplace
ü All miners have basic personal protective equipment in accordance with their assigned
duties.
ü There is an occupational health and safety committee made up of qualified personnel
that meets monthly.
ü Oro Puno S.A. has protocols in case of emergencies, minutes of socialization
meetings, and an attendance list.
ü There is no record of fatal accidents and work-related illnesses in 2020 and 2021.
ü All miners receive basic training on mining health and safety risks. In addition, when
people join the company, training is provided as part of their induction.
ü All miners have access to information and training on how to prevent major risks,
prepare for and respond to emergencies, including participation in drills defined in the
Emergency Plan and Training Plan.
ü Measured controls are carried out on mine workers on an annual basis.
ü The company has a gender violence prevention policy in place, which is posted in the
mine's infrastructure areas. In addition, there is training and socialization on reporting
procedures, confidentiality, speed, transparency, and equity.
ü The mining organization gives talks and induction on safety and health issues to the
nearby community.
ü There is a mining emergency response plan, 8 brigade members and a nurse in the
mining organization.
o
o
o

Although there is certified equipment for safe work at heights, the steel anchor points
installed for use by the people in charge of the washing process in the mine's chutes
are not certified.
Although there are fire extinguishers installed and recharged in the mine, there was no
fire extinguisher in the camp kitchen at the time of the audit.
Has not conducted a gender-based diagnosis with local authorities and other relevant
parties, of the main risks and vulnerabilities to accidents and disasters due to mining
activity, this document should describe the emergency plan and joint activities that
work with communities and external entities. In this sense, Oro Puno S.A. defined the
work planning for the construction of agreements with local audits and other relevant
parties. The agreements to be developed are as follows: Framework Agreement with
the Municipality of Ananea to the Civil Defense Area and the Citizen Security Area;
Framework Agreement with the Health Center of Ananea; Framework Agreement with
the Municipality of Ananea to the Area; Framework Agreement with the Police Station
of the District of Ananea.

Social Protection
ü All of Oro Puno S.A.'s permanent employees are affiliated with and pay monthly
contributions to the Peruvian social security system; they are affiliated with an
occupational risk management company, a health insurance company, and pension
fund managers, which cover workers in the event of accidents at work and
occupational illnesses. In the case of temporary workers, the company covers the
costs of disability, medicines, and treatment.
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ü In the event of a worker's death, employees directly linked to the company have a social
security affiliation, which is defined in the internal regulations of the mining
organization. In the case of temporary workers who are not affiliated with social
security in their employment contract, it is indicated that the corresponding
compensation will be made to their family members according to national legislation.
Conditions of employment
ü According to the contracts of Oro Puno S.A.'s employees, it was verified that the
employment conditions and wages of the company's workers are equivalent to and/or
exceed the national average wage and the official minimum wage for similar
occupations, whichever is higher. In addition, payroll is paid effectively, every month
and on the agreed dates.
ü There are signed payroll receipts and support for the deductions made by law from
workers' salaries.
ü There is no evidence of discriminatory activities based on gender, race, religious
beliefs, cultural minorities, etc.
ü There is a Joint Occupational Health and Safety Committee (COPASST) established in
June 2018 that meets monthly.
ü The mining organization has labor contracts for all Oro Puno S.A. miners and
administrative personnel.
ü There was no evidence of forced labor, discrimination or child labor.
ü The internal regulations recognize the right to free association of workers; however, at
the time of the audit it was found that there were no collective bargaining exercises or
union organizations.
ü It was verified that Oro Puno S.A. workers receive 30 days of paid vacation for every
12 months of work, due to the fact that no work was done in 2020 in the months of
March to June, the months of work were shifted and vacations began to be granted
from July onwards. Medical incapacities are granted and paid, complying with the legal
requirements; there was evidence of paternity leave for a worker in January 2020,
which was corroborated during 8 interviews with operational workers.
ü According to the company's internal manual, there is an atypical system of 23 working
days and 7 days off, working 230 hours per shift, which gives an average of 7.66 hours
per day, which is accepted by Peruvian law. The yellow machinery personnel work 5.66
hours per day, the maintenance personnel work 6.33 hours per day, the monetarists
(in charge of washing the material in the shutes) work 7.155 hours per day, and the
motor pump personnel work 5.36 hours per day.
ü The company hires third parties for private security through Los Tres Escorpiones SRL
and four dump truck operators, whose social security payments are supported, which
means that they must meet Fairmined requirements.
ü The workers are hired directly after three months and start paying social security as
required by applicable Peruvian legislation.
ü There is a camp for workers, which has individual accommodations and does not
charge for its use.
Freedom to work
ü In the organization, workers are free to resign from their jobs as required, there is no
forced, compulsory or involuntary prison labor.
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ü Based on the mine's regulations, freedom of movement is not restricted due to
indebtedness and/or confiscation of identity documents or other valuable personal
effects.
Child protection and eradication of child labor
ü The documentary review identified that the mining organization does not hire minors
to work in the mine.
Freedom from discrimination
ü There is an internal work regulation that describes the prohibition of discrimination in
Article 69, Chapter XVII. Interviews with workers did not reveal any evidence of these
practices.
Freedom of association and collective bargaining
ü A documentary review showed that there is an internal work regulation that describes
that union association is allowed; however, there was no evidence of the need for the
creation of a union at the mine on the part of the workers.
ü Through documentary review there is an internal work regulation that describes the
prohibition of discrimination in chapter XVII.

iv.

Fairmined Premium Governance and Development Plan

ü The mining company Oro Puno S.A. has satisfactorily complied with all the evidence
to demonstrate good management of the Fairmined Premium received for each of its
sales under the Fairmined Ecological Mark.
ü There is a document with the internal rules of the Fairmined Premium Committee.
ü The mining organization has documents to support the management of the Fairmined
Premium: Minutes of constitution of the Premium Committee, Identification of Needs,
Priority Plan and Investment Plan.
ü Oro Puno S.A. has an accounting report of income and expenditures made with the
premium. In addition, the company has a report of receipts, purchases and payments
and a financial report and corroborate it with the physical investment or activity carried
out.
o

The organization has not held meetings of the Fairmined Premium Committee every
two months.

The latest public report of the premium is available at the following link: Fairmined
Premium Report 2020

v.

Commercial Relations

ü All ore traceability documents are complied with, from extraction to
commercialization, verified by means of minutes, forms, exit slips, remissions and
sales invoices, which are also used to control gold doré.
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ü The mining organization sells the gold directly, as evidenced by interviews and a
documentary review of the export documents and gold sales invoices.

4. SUMMARY OF PAST AUDITS AND COMPARATIVE
The following graph shows the number of criteria met, minor non-conformities, major nonconformities and not applicable in the audits of years 0, 1, 2, 3 and 4, divided by chapters of
the standard.
The Fairmined standard is progressive, implying greater responsibilities for each year. Oro
Puno S.A. Concesión Minera FADE-I has demonstrated the ability to manage its operation and
prepare to meet the new criteria that are evaluated each year.
Its greatest challenge has been the continuous improvement of the working conditions of its
collaborators and the management of the Fairmined Premium from its different levels of
responsibility.
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